Introduction and statement of results.
A function / is called homogeneous of degree n with respect to the set A, or briefly semihomogeneous if (1.0) f(ax) = anf(x)
is satisfied for all x in the domain of/ and all a in A.
With each admissible A there is associated a class of solutions of (1.0). E.g., let R denote the set of all real numbers and let / be a function on R to R. If A consists only of the irrationals, then f(x) = cxn (c=f(l)) is the unique solution of (1.0). On the other hand, if A consists only of the rationals, then in addition to/(x)=cxn, (1.0) has other solutions (e.g., if n is any nonzero integer and/(x) =xn or 0 accordingly as x is rational or irrational).
We are interested in studying decompositions of the set of admissible A's into classes and in characterizing the solutions of (1.0) corresponding to these classes. In this paper we show how this can be done in a natural way for semi-homogeneous functions of a real variable. We note that in this case our methods apply to
where p is a product-preserving function on R to R (cf.
[l ]). We shall therefore confine our attention to (1.1).
Let Cip, A) denote the set of all functions on R to R satisfying (1.1). Let R* = R-{0} and A* be the multiplicative subgroup of R* generated by A -{0}. It is easy to see that if A contains a set of generators for R*, then f(x) =f(l)p(x).
Thus, the problem of determining which subsets of R lead to the solution/(x) =/(l)^(x) of (1.1) is equivalent to classifying those subsets of R which generate R* (cf. §5). With respect to the general case we first establish the following lemma.
Lemma. If p^O and p^l on A*, then C(p, A) = C(p, A*) (cf. §2).
Thus we are led to consider the problem : For an arbitrary subgroup A* of R*, how can the members of C(p, A*) be characterized}
The general answer to the above question is given in Theorem 1. Let R* IA * denote the multiplicative quotient group of R* modulo A *, B a set of representatives for R*/A*, and p a product-preserving function on R to R such that pf^O and pjél on A* (cf. [2] ).
where F is a function on B to R.
(ii) If fEC(p, A*), then f is uniquely determined when it is known on B (cf. §2).
An explicit classification and description of the solutions of (1.1) depends on a consideration of the different possibilities for A * and p. We note that A * is either dense in the positive reals, dense in R, or is discrete and countable. Also, if p is continuous on R* (p¿áO), then p is of the form p(x) =1x1*, or p(x)E {xk (0<x), -|x| * (x<0)} where k is a real constant. Theorem 2. Let A*ER*, p^O, 1 on A*, and fEC(p, A*). If p is continuous on R and A * is dense in R, then f is of type Tx:f(x) =cp(x), "c" a constant, T2:f is continuous only at x = 0, and the closure Cl(G(f)) of its (cartesian) graph G(f) (in E2) is a set of curves {y = cp(x)} with {c} bounded, or Tz'-f is totally discontinuous and C1(G(/)) is a set of curves {y = cpix)} with {c} unbounded. Cl(G(f)) may be the entire plane if f is of type Tz (cf. §3).
Remark. It is of interest to note that if / is a function which satis-fies fix+y) =f(x)+f(y), then the classic description of/ given by G. Hamil (namely, that / is of the form f(x) = ex, or is totally discontinuous and the graph of / is dense in the entire plane) is contained within our Theorem 2 (cf. [3] ). This follows from the fact that f(x+y) =f(x) +f(y) implies/ is homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to the rationals, i.e., f(ax) =o/(x) for all rational numbers a.
Let A* be an infinite discrete subgroup of F*. Let g denote the smallest member of A* such that 1 <g, G0={(x, /(x)):l=x<gj where / is a function on R to F, Da the transformation of £2 into E2
defined by Daix, y) = iax, pia)y) iaER), and DaG0 the image of G0 under Da.
Theorem 3. If A* is an infinite discrete subgroup of R* containing at least one negative member andfE Cip ,A*), then {DaG0 : a E A * VJ {0} } is a decomposition of Gif) (cf. [4] and §4).
In Theorems 2 and 3 we have considered the cases (i) p continuous and A * dense, and (ii) p arbitrary and A * discrete. We note that if p is discontinuous on R*, then p is totally discontinuous and the graph of p is dense in the first and second or the first and third quadrants depending on whether pi~l) = l or -1, respectively. The problem of obtaining an esthetic classification of the solutions of (1.1) for the case p discontinuous and A * dense in F remains open. 4. Proof of Theorem 3. Since A* is discrete and not finite there exists a smallest member gEA* such that Kg and B= {xER: lúx<g} is a set of representatives for R*/A*. A * induces the following decomposition of R*. The set of positive reals is decomposed into intervals g"^x<gn+1 where n ranges over the integers. A* also contains a largest member h such that A= -1. We now decompose the set of negative reals into the sets hgn+1<x ¿hgn. In this way F* is decomposed into intervals each of which is the image of the set B under multiplication by a suitable member of A*. This decomposition of F* induces a decomposition of Gif) into the following sets:
G" = { (*,/(*)) : g" á x < ¿«+1}, G,í = {ix, fx)) : kg«*1 < x = kg"}, and {(0, 0)}, where g and h are as described above and n ranges over the integers.
We note that Go is the graph of / in E2 which corresponds to B. Since/ is completely determined when we know its values on B, we seek a relation between the set Go and the other sets of this decomposition of G(f). Applying Den to Go we obtain {ignx, Pign)fix)): l è x < g} = {ig"x,fg»x)): 1 g x < g} = {(y,/(y)):g" éy<gn+1}.
Therefore, DanGo = Gn. Similarly, DhgnGo = Gn' and D0G0= {(0, 0)}. Gif) thus decomposes into sets each of which is the image of the set Go under a transformation Da. Therefore, {F\Go: aEA*KJ{o} } is a decomposition of Gif). This completes the proof of Theorem 3. Theorems analogous to Theorems 2 and 3 may be obtained when A* is a subgroup of the positive reals or when p is continuous only onF*.
Remarks on the solution fl)pix).
Let AQR and ß denote the Lebesgue measure on R.
1. If ßiA)>0 and A contains at least one negative member, then f il) pix) is the unique solution of (1.1).
Proof. Let 
